Sunny, Sassy Pendant
Make this fun pendant from polymer clay
and “Sassy” QuickBits embellishment set
This is a quick and
easy project, and so
perfect for summer!
You’ll need:
. “Sassy
QuickBits
embellishment set
. black polymer
clay
“Sassy” QuickBits =
freshwater pearl assortment,
. a needle tool
“Flash” gold mica powder and
(or my favorite tool“Neon Princess” pigment
“Wow It’s Awesome”)
powder
. a hanging hook (like
an eye pin, or make
your own from wire)
. some headpins
. a small paint brush
. wire cutters and pliers
. and an oven to bake the clay in, of course!

“Wow It’s Awesome” tool

1. Roll some black polymer clay into a ball about the size of a grape.
2. Flatten it with your fingers.
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3. Use an eye hook as a hanging hook (or make your own).

4. Insert the hook into the flattened clay circle, as a hanger.
5. Take the pearls from the “Sassy” QuickBits set and slip each one onto a
headpin (you’ll need probably 10-12 pearls to fit around the pendant). Trim the
excess wire to leave about 10mm. of wire exposed. Bend a hook in the end of the
wire. Do this for all the pearls.

6. Push the pearls, hook-end first, into the edge of the clay circle. Press in far
enough so that the pearl is slightly embedded into the clay. Add pearls all around
in the same way.
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7. Use a paintbrush to coat the entire surface of the black clay with the “Flash”
gold mica powder from the “Sassy” QuickBits set.
8. Use a tool to scratch through the powder to reveal the black clay. A double
circle in the center with lines radiating outward is nice. Add some circles in the
middle if you want (for a flowery feel).

9. Wipe the brush clean and use the final
powder from the “Sassy” QuickBits set, “Neon
Princess” pink, to add additional color in the
center of the circle. Blow or brush away the
excess.
10. Bake the pendant in a preheated oven
according to the time and temperature
recommended by your clay brand.
I recommend that you protect the powders by coating with a clear glaze that is
compatible with polymer clay. Let it dry.

Add a ribbon to the hanging hook and tah dah! You’ve got yourself a
sassy summertime pendant!
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